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and good breeding. It was I who felt timid when she looked
at me with her bright eyes. Through Djemal she made
enquiries about my family and my country. We. compared
our ages and I learned that she was twenty-eight. She
had five children. One of them, a son, had splendid green
eyes encircled with mascara, and was as beautiful ... as a
prince. The mother made me a present of a piece of Khotan
silk and a cap she had embroidered herself. In return, I
could only take off the last of my red necklaces and give
it to Bulbul, her delightful small daughter. My request
to be allowed to photograph the Ranee was not, however,
granted.
One beautiful morning, before leaving Baltit for good,
we rode over, between little stone walls, to Aliabad, a
village a few miles away, directly facing the unforgettable
Rakaposhi. The rest-house there had been occupied
during the preceding thirteen months by a studious couple
named Lorimer. They had come here for no other purpose
than to compile a grammar of the Burushaski language
spoken in the Hunza region. Unrelated to any known
idiom, it is a question whether it was the language of the
country some two thousand years ago, before the diffusion
of Sanskrit throughout India. Patiently, day after day,
Colonel Lorimer works with the natives. Burushaski or
Kadjuna is of unheard-of difficulty. Apparently it has no less
than four genders and twenty-eight plural forms.*
The Mir of Nagar.
We crossed the river over a swinging bridge of interlaced
branches of trees and were met by a native orchestra. Then
we were received by the princes of Nagar. Each seemed
more charming than the other, slender and beautifully
turned out in impeccable khaki uniforms. The eldest had a
* See note, p. 301.
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